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Load in and Strike
The load-in-strike project was another team-based assignment. We were giving a draft

with two walls that were tilted on an angle. We first talked about the tools we would use to
assemble the two flats. Naming things like a vice grip, drills, clamps, and other tools we think we
would need. Then we went and pulled the two flats from storage; two people helped carry one
flat, each one was about 8 feet tall. One of the flats was brought to the shop and leaned against
the wall. My team now had to find a way to place the first flat down and on the right angle. We
took a chalk-like and created a proscenium line then a centerline. To find out if our CL was
straight we used two measuring taps and cross them. We took some time discussing what steps
needed to be taken to put the first flat up. We used the draft to tell us where the corner will be on
one flat and did the same process to find the flat's second corner placement. We then screwed
the flat in place and two team members walked the second flat over and we leaned to the right
corner against the other flat in a flush manner. We used clamps to secure the flats for each
other. The problem my team ran into was that once we had all of our tools we didn't have an
immediate plan. Because of this, we took one step at a time. Literally, after completing one step
we regroups and talked about the next thing to do. We didn't even use half of the tools we
requested. For striking the flats we unscrewed the flat from the floor and removed the clamps
and then dragged the flats aways and back into storage. In the past I've been a part of a strike
team and disassembling a set and trashing most of the pieces is an easier task than loads in. In
the case of being a part of a load in a team and happen to be the crew head of this task, I would
first take the draft and mark it up with the tools that were necessary then write out a plan before
the day of the load in. The plan will consist of how to properly execute the task but also in a
timely fashion. Then the day of load in I would talk with my team and explain to everyone what


